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Introduction

Introduction
Despite being designed in 1953 during arguably the prime of Mies’ unique style, a combination
of modernism, meeting early structural expressionism; and despite obvious similarities with his
buildings at the ITT, Chicago 1938 – 58 and National theatre in Mannheim 1953, the defining
building perhaps signifying the start of ‘new brutalism’, a movement set to engulf England and
Europe over the coming two decades; Hunstanton high school, was not conceived by Mies van
der Rohe.

Despite its rural location, astounding popularity succeeded its opening to school children in
the mid 1950’s, or so the likes of Reyner Banham and Theo Crosby would have you believe, a
building lauded Internationally, you would be forgiven for mistakenly assuming the design had
fallen straight from Mies’s sketchbook, in a perverse way however, the more I discover about
the building, it almost did.

I should declare my interest early in the inevitable up and coming debate, for during the first
year of study toward my architectural technology degree at Anglia Ruskin, I embarked in a
work placement as part of a thriving team of building surveyors based in Kings Lynn, Norfolk.
Amongst several rural village schools, libraries, museums and a bus station managed by the
team, sat Hunstanton high school, a location I would have the pleasure of visiting, watching
and maintaining during my time in the role. Hunstanton’s no frills and straight talking
mannerisms mask a largely public building, geared toward pure structural transparency,
designed and realised in fact, by a previously undefined couple of architects called Alison and
Peter Smithson, a pairing after extensive research I now describe as dangerously pretentious,
complicated and ultimately too desperately artistic for their own good; these characteristics
themselves an oddity given their ‘Northern’ working class background and Sheffield university
education.

In the following essay I will discover and investigate why established critics, colleagues and
even the architect’s themselves, made the link between their work at Hunstanton and Mies’s
celebrated works in Chicago, before hopefully building a substantial enough case to decide
myself whether the building has earnt this close relationship or not.
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Modern ‘Structural expressionism’ was my initial stab at defining Mies’s work, defined as ‘pure

expression of structure prevalent in bridges and train stations toward the end of the Victorian
era.’ [Worldarchitecturemap.org. (2008)] Mies’s work more commonly categorises itself under
the banner of ‘Modernism’ however, ‘an omission of spatial inessentials, showcasing simple,

clean design.’ [Worldarchitecturemap.org. (2009)]. I would have thought Mies himself, would
rather not be categorised at all, for fair analysis of my subject, I chose to delve into his early
life and career, to discover what made Mies so consistently put pen to paper in such a defined
way, as the other German architects of the time elected to follow suit and embrace classicism.

Born in 1886 - Aachen, Germany, a predominantly Limestone mountain village with English
bond, brick mix buildings, Mies wrote fondly of his childhood homeland, ‘mostly very simple..

very clear, did not belong to any epoch.. had been there a thousand years and was no less
impressive as a result.’ [Pg06 - ‘Schulze, F. (1999)’] the building’s were heavily influenced by
the nearby Dutch and Belgian borders. Michael Mies and Amalie Rohe, Ludwigs parents,
embraced his grandfather’s Marble carving business at the time, meaning the family worked
long hours and rarely left the village, but kept a healthy family financial lifestyle as a result.

In 1896, aged 10, Ludwig attended Cathedral school for three years, an affordable option for
the family, before at 14 years old Ludwig attended ‘trade school’ for two years, placing a heavy
influence on drawing with a view to prepare students for technical factory work. Part of the
requirement of trade school was that of part-time labour, Ludwig’s parents arranged for
placement with a local building company to gain this valuable work experience.

An interview with Ludwig in later life revealed the value he placed on this position ‘I worked

with the bricklayers, you learnt to work slowly, not like an animal who would tire quickly, but
slowly and skilfully for hours and hours. If you gained significant experience you were tasked
with corners, my method was to lay bricks in cross bond - our foreman would ignore mistakes
until we finished the wall before asking us to start again’ [‘Lohan, D. (1968)’]
Book keeping of the family business suggests that Ludwig helped during busy periods by
carving ornate text on his father’s behalf, similarly to how a stone masons apprentice may
3
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learn ‘on the job’ today. By the age of 16, Ludwig’s own diary records his joy of the opportunity
to manage timescale and negotiate budget with clients on behalf of his father. Crucially at this
point in his life, Ludwig requests a formal wage from his father and to his dismay was
declined.

Whilst searching for paid work Ludwig discovered a love for drafting, at first with a local
businessman and architect Max Fischer giving him his first office role, not in the studio but
licking stamps and making coffee. In 1903, by chance Fischer’s chief draftsman is called into
the army and Ludwig is asked to fulfil a temporary studio role, said role however lasts 6
months and ends abruptly when Fischer punishes Ludwig for a drawn mistake, Ludwig loses
his temper and dramatically quits the role, a flair of temper that repeats throughout his career.

In early 1904, Albert Schneider’ a draftsman in Aachen was commissioned to design an ornate
façade for Aachen town hall. Upon examination of the project, Schneider concluded that his
studio had insufficient talent to draft the facade effectively. Whilst dining that evening
Ludwig’s father provided Mies with an introduction; as presentation of character, Mies
promised a 1:1 detail to back up his father’s claims of how hard working he was, to be delivered
on a ridiculous one-day deadline. Mies succeeded in his promise and was employed – a sign of
Mies work ethic and of success to come.

After six months drawing the town hall, one of Ludwig’s colleagues, ‘Dulow’, suggested he
head to Berlin, claustrophobic Ludwig was easily convinced and sent samples of his work to
two advertising and drafting offices in Berlin, both offered him a role in their studio, which
was said to fuel his optimism for the career. By 1905 Ludwig had boarded a train heading for
Berlin at 19 years old, he was severely travel sick on said journey, this might go some way to
explaining his insistence to work in proximity to hotels and the reluctance to travel in his
career.

Ludwig commenced the new position as a studio assistant, drafting the new Rixdorf town hall
with a small design team, just as things started to look positive, his world is turned upside
down by enforced enrolment into the ‘kaisers’ army. Thankfully however after discovering a
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lung infection just 3 months post this sudden upheaval, the army had no use for Ludwig and
he was discharged.

In 1906 Ludwig’s career takes a turn toward architecture, poached by art based designer
Bruno Paul for his dual drafting and technical knowledge, Ludwig was introduced to Frau
Riehl. By the summer of 1907 despite lack of experience, the Riehl house was completed,
proving Ludwig’s worth to the family.
As a personal reward for the works, the Riehl family sponsored Mies a trip to Italy, this trip
proved key education for young Mies, as evidenced during interviews in his later life ‘I have

admiration for Palazzo Pitti in Florence, one of the strongest buildings.. huge stone walls with
windows cut out.. with how few means you can make architecture!’ [‘Carter, P. (2007)’]
On his return to Berlin, Ludwig entered employment with Peter Behren, alongside Walter
Gropius ‘25’ and Adolf Meyer ‘27’, both relatively young and up and coming in their
architectural careers at the time. Prematurely in 1911, after a successful commission largely
elicited by himself, Ludwig left the care of Peter Behren for Holland, with his colleague
Hendrick Berlage, this trip was said to establish his keen fondness for brick.

Ludwig was involved in several of Berlage’s buildings, practising and perfecting his ‘pure
structure’ philosophy in Holland, before in 1912 witnessing a Frank Lloyd Wright exhibition in
Berlin, Ludwig was so struck by the quality and style that he was moved to return to find his
home back in Germany, taking a crucial and considerable step in opening his own studio in
Steglitz, Berlin.

Quickly settled and finding his own commissions with thanks to previous colleagues and
friends, Ludwig married a young woman called Ada Bruhn, of similar age and born into a
wealthy family from Dresden, they met in 1911 at a party and re-united on his return to the city.
By 1914 the first of Ludwig’s children was born, Ada is said to have described Ludwig as being a
‘stern, vacant father’ throughout their relationship.

At this point in Ludwig’s life, at 28 years old, 1914 - World War one commenced and his career
along with many others was put on hold.
5
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During the war and in the immediate time post its completion in 1918, Ludwig was recorded as
being very politically aware of change happening in the world he knew. People were moving
away from the indulgence of expressionism, toward a more exact mood in all the arts.
Stravinsky was composing in a neo classical style, Picasso had turned from his cubist
experiments to figuration and the likes of Charles Jeanneret as Ludwig had once encountered
in Peter Behrens studio, was regularly making the cover of Art and Architecture journals alike
in Paris.

Figure 2. Friedrichstrasse office building

1921 was arguably the most influential of Ludwig’s life, following his return to Berlin after the
war and the successful commission of his first post war projects, Ludwig was forced to come
to terms with the failing of his marriage to Ada Bruhn. A welcome excuse for Ludwig to
embrace his career once again and immediately he strongly exploited the catalyst of the post
war architectural shake-up to submit his first ‘modernist’ design. This benchmark also
6
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provided perfect opportunity for the creation of a new persona. A competition entry for an
office building in Berlin ultimately failed, but was a significant indicator of things to come.
Crucially Ludwig entered said competition under his new persona – ‘Mies van der Rohe’, an
artificial linkage of his mother and father’s names on which to build the basis of his identity.
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During the metamorphosis of Mies’s career in the early 1920s, my two chosen comparison
studies from the wider architectural community due to their apparent linkage, were future
British architects Peter Smithson and Alison Gill.

The Smithsons are praised as one of the leading Brutalist icons representing Britain in the
twentieth century – Brutalism being categorised as ‘heavy, block-like form with high levels of

repetition. Orthogonal and angular geometries being most common.’
[Worldarchitecturemap.org. (2007)]. Having spent a considerable amount of time getting to
know both the standard and context of their works, I consider their reign within Brutalism
limiting to their work between firstly ‘Hunstanton high school’ 1954 and later in their career the
‘Economist building’ 1965 and ‘Robin Hood Gardens’ 1969.

Born in Stockton-on-tees, Durham in 1923 and 1928 respectively, the 1920s was a symbol of
the forthcoming ‘great depression’ across the UK. Interest rates were high, coal production
was in decline across the North of England and a direct effect of ‘high import-low export,

meant low employment and widespread depression, deflation and decline in the UK economy.’
[Historic UK, 2012] It is likely that both Peter and Alison were born into working class family’s
and grew up experiencing the introduction of council houses across Northern England (1929
onwards) along with the nationwide worker strikes of 1928.

Just a matter of weeks before the commencement of World War 2 in 1939, Peter Smithson
enrolled in the Durham university architecture programme of which he managed to complete
six months before ‘his studies were interrupted by war service with the Queen Victoria's Own

Madras Sappers and Miners, in India and Burma.’ [Rowntree, 2018] Upon Peter’s return to
Durham in 1944, he met Alison and a fast-paced relationship followed despite his graduation
from Durham and enrolment at the Royal Academy in London, 1947.

Peter Cook referenced the Smithsons as ‘spiritual mentors of Le Corbusier and Mies van der

Rohe during their education.. Peter Smithson was in possession and obsessive of Philip
Johnsons ‘Mies van der Rohe’ and Corbusiers ‘Oeuvre complete’. [pg.37 Cook, 1982] In 1949
8
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Peter Smithson and Alison Gill both graduated their studies, Peter from the Royal Academy
and Alison from Durham university and by the end of the year a post-graduation marriage
took place creating a formal partnership between the pair.

Figure 3. The Smithsons, 1951

In 1950 Alison and Peter Smithson won a competition to design a ‘secondary modern’ school in
Hunstanton, Norfolk, aged 21 and 26 respectively, they took this opportunity and funding to
set-up a professional partnership under the collective name of the ‘Smithsons’.

The Hunstanton commission formed much of the focus for the pairing over the next couple of
years, despite this, Peter with aspirations to fulfil much larger roles in the architectural
community was also unsuccessfully attributed to several high profile bid opportunities in this
time, ranging from the ‘Southbank restaurant’, ‘Golden lane housing’, ‘Coventry cathedral’ and
‘Sheffield university’. [pg.30 Webster, 1997]
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It appears that by the time Hunstanton was being constructed, both Peter and Alison were
clearly frustrated by their lack of commercial success in the architectural industry, this was
evidenced by their enrolment into membership of the ‘Independent group’.

The Independent group was ‘a self-politicised radical group of young artists, writers and critics

who met at the Institute of Contemporary Arts (ICA) in London in the 1950s, and challenged the
dominant modernist (and as they saw it elitist) culture dominant at that time, to make it more
inclusive of popular culture’ [Modern, 2010] It was during their first meeting that the
Smithsons met the architectural critique (and chair of the event) Reyner Banham who was
heavily involved in the creation of the group and orchestration of the Smithson’s career going
forward, I also think Banham heavily influenced Peter’s view on the architectural industry and
probably served as a great relief, another person who seemingly ‘understood’ their struggles.

In terms of how much we can learn about the Smithson’s as people, aside from critiquing the
changing design proposals throughout their career, we have very little to go on. The pair
appeared on the surface to remain prickly and closed in public interviews, however if digging a
little deeper, it is clear, that both Alison and Peter relished the limelight along with any social
situation giving the chance to have an established opinion on the wider architectural context
of ‘daily life’ and ‘living’. We know of their avid reading of works from both Corbusier and
Philip Johnson on Mies, it is difficult to dissect the couple on their opinion of those designers,
but there were several occasions where despite clearly idolising the two architectural
heavyweights, the Smithson’s were not uncomfortable challenging them.

In 1953 at the Ninth ‘Congress of International Modern Architecture’ (CIAM IX) Le Corbusier
acted as a ‘celebrity’ speaker given his shared position as founder of the events, giving an
evening lecture on his ‘machine for living’ and what I would class as ‘Functionalism’ design
theories. Peter and Alison were given the opportunity to speak at the same event and they
chose to analyse instead a working-class neighbourhood in Bethnal Green, calling their lecture
‘Urban re-identification’. The event attracted substantial criticism from Corbusier’s followers
and other founding members after a rally of support for the ‘younger English’ influence,
namely groups such as the Independent group and in this case the Smithson’s. This was the
last CIAM event organised before Corbusier resigned due to the ‘support and regularity of
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English speakers emerging’ and the group dissolved in 1958. A true sign of the impact that the
Independent group, Theo Crosby, Reyner Banham, Peter Cook etc were having on the
architectural community internationally. [Von Osten, M. 2012]

Post ‘CIAM IX’, the Smithson’s remained just outside of Marseilles for a short holiday, this
perhaps suggesting celebration at success of their reception at the event. It was here that the
couple met Monica Pidgeon who was enjoying early success in her editorship of ‘Architectural
design’ of which she was in post from 1946-75. Pidgeon had noticed Peter before the event on
a beach near Marsailles where he was “having trouble maintaining his modesty in woollen

trunks Alison had knitted for him” [Parnell 2015] Pidgeon also benefitted greatly under the
‘New Brutalism’ movement when fashions changed in British architectural journalism in the
mid fifties. Peter later introduced her to Theo Crosby who became her partner at the ‘AD’,
another example of Peter making certain of his reputation.

The Smithson’s greatest influence on their reputation by the mid 1950’s was undoubtedly still
Reyner Banham, despite them not winning any more architectural work commercially, this
pattern can also be seen in Mies’s career when a little ‘push was required, that of the advocate,
at various points both needed help to move onto the next stage of their career.

What differs in each story is the stage in which an advocate was required or in fact whether
they were ever formally acknowledged by the architects. As the Smithsons found solace in
‘action’, ‘debate’ and ‘conflict’ with Reyner Banham, at certain points in Mies’s career he
interacted with Phillip Johnson in a contrasting but similarly supportive fashion.
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The effect Philip Johnson had on the wider architectural community and particularly Mies van
der Rohe, is heavily underestimated, several crucial introductions were curated by Johnson
during Mies’s career which led to pivotal commissions at later dates.

The relationship between Johnson and Mies began during a chance meeting at the opening
exhibition of Mies’s German pavilion, in Barcelona 1929. Johnson looked up to Mies publicly as
a defining European influence in his early life, in fact, his only other noted references were
Corbusier and Gropius, a measure of the quality he aspired to as an architect.

In 1930 Johnson and Mies were linked professionally for the first time as Johnson, not yet an
architect, offered a commission from a close family friend. The commission he felt suited
Mies’s strict Modernist ideals and was an opportunity to design an apartment in New York.
Johnson recalled ‘In 1930 he had only my apartment to do. He did it as if it were sixty sky

scrapers – the amount of work he put into that apartment was incredible’. [pg18 MVR 1947]
Celebration of the completed design took place at a lavish cocktail party at which Mies met
several influential people in the city, ultimately a financial downturn prevented realisation of
the project, this did not overshadow how generously received the design and introductions
were to many wealthy potential clients however; Mies’s interests remained in Germany for the
time being, where commissions such as the family villas for the Ester and Lange family in
Krefeld were completed to a chorus of celebration around the upper German classes.

With continued success in Germany came appointment as Dictator of the Dessau Bauhaus, a
position Mies would occupy between 1930 and 1933 succeeding Walter Gropius and Hannes
Meyer. This dictatorship Mies would be later forced to leave by the Bauhaus board caving
under pressure of a building Nazi regime, an important element of Mies career, further
enabling him to interact with Johnson.

Johnson’s second gift, was arguably his most influential, an opportunity offered by his own
employer the ‘Museum of Modern Art’ in New York. This project directly led to an exchange
and future relationship between Frank Lloyd Wright and Mies.
12
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During the summer of 1932 Johnson was tasked with compiling an exhibition of ‘Modernism in
architecture’, having already decided the exhibition would take heavy influence from Mies
work, Johnson offered full curation and design responsibility to Mies with the hope that he
would instead treat the exhibition as a singular commission, he did, and the resulting
exhibition found major publicity across all types of clientele in the USA.

Figure 4. Philip Johnson at 'Modernism in architecture' exhibition, 1932

It is crucial to note, at this point Johnson wasn’t as focussed on ‘architecture’ as he had
previously displayed and had taken a hiatus to complete a brief and fortunately unsuccessful
period as a journalist, his eyes on the grand prize of a place in far-Right wing politics. Johnson
was publicly seduced by the glamour of the Nazis and their ideals, Franz Schultze later
summarised this passion whilst writing the book ‘Phillip Johnson – Life and Work’ with a quote
from Johnson himself ‘You simply could not fail to be caught up in the excitement of it, by the

marching songs, by the crescendo and climax of the whole thing, as Hitler came on at last to
harangue the crowd.. all those blonde boys in black leather marching past the Führer’. [pg163
L&W] Despite attempts to thoroughly distance himself from such movements, Mies made his
opinion of Johnson quite clear, a hand-written note of appreciation in a copy of the now
successful museum of modern art exhibition handbook, read: ‘To Philip, It would not be

without you; It could not be without me. Mies.’ [Pg236 - ‘Schulze, F. (1999)’]
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Following the exhibition and post return to Berlin, Mies was surprised to receive contact from
one Frank Lloyd Wright, the exchange initially started with a letter: ‘Somebody told me you

were hurt by my remarks at your New York show.. But did I tell you how fine I thought the
handling of your materials was?.. You frequently say you believe in doing next to nothing
unless necessary, I saw the enormous blow-ups and thought that it is indeed much ado bout’
next to nothing.. This note is to say that, I would not want to hurt your feelings, not even with
the truth. You are the best of them all, both as an artist and a man’ the key ending to this note
read ‘Why don’t you come up some time – unless a break is irreparable – let’s argue’ [Pg237 ‘Schulze, F. (1999)’]

Mies reply was characteristically both gentle and firm: ‘My dear Frank, Thankyou for your

letter. It was an exaggeration if you heard that my feelings were hurt.. I would have laughed
with you, had I heard the crack.. It would be a pleasure to see you again sometime in
Wisconsin and discuss the subject of ‘Negation’ further. As ever. Mies’. Wright and Mies would
meet again at Talaisen in Spring 1937, this rendezvous was of course shrouded with privacy,
however the above correspondence provides a strong suggestion that the two architects
formed a genuine mutual respect at this point in time, stern competition perhaps finally
convincing Mies that America was the next challenge. Wright had stated Mies was the best of
all Modernism, he had equally stated that despite this, he wished to have no part of
modernism and that it was a mistake, I believe this was ultimately the reason the pair would
never become friends.

During the summer of 1937 the Nazi party was rapidly growing in popularity and Germany, on
the verge of conflict with its neighbours, embraced one of the most influential periods of Adolf
Hitler’s reign in power. To a chorus of denunciation for ‘cultural disintegration, dilettantes and

art swindlers’ [Pg215 - ‘Schulze, F. (1999)’] Hitler announced a Nazi led art exhibition
containing nearly 700 ‘modern’ pieces confiscated from galleries and museums around
Germany. The exhibition ‘degenerative art’ was hailed as the final viewing of any art that
should be seen to ‘insult German feeling, destroy and confuse natural form or simply reveal an

absence of adequate manual and artistic skill’ [Pg216 - ‘Schulze, F. (1999)’], much of the art
(where not hidden and retrieved by senior German liberals) was destroyed in the up and
coming final years before war.
14
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The gaining popularity of the party was not wholly due to Hitler’s declaration of ‘merciless war
on modernism’ but more-so the perceived support for the cause; Nazi propaganda reported
one million visitors in the first six weeks of the exhibition, these figures not however
accounting for those with a passion of the arts and not the regime. In context, Mies himself
was left helpless and furious, amongst other popular European architects of the time
subjected to their works being displayed within the exhibition, for now at least, Hitler had
over-riding control and ‘modernism’ was banished from Germany in favour of its historic
classicism.

By the mid 1930’s Walter Gropius, Eric Mendelsohn and Mies’s own mentor Marcel Breuer had
all fled Germany for the USA with the guarantee of large design commissions, or in Gropius’s
case, a position of authority within the architectural department at Harvard university. Mies
eventually embarked on his own permanent move in 1938, this was not his first and only offer
however, Mies was linked with several universities whilst trying to appear entrepreneurial
rather than to admit he was fleeing Nazi power, key roles in cultural departments were offered
everywhere from Vienna and Paris to Harvard, before eventually after a final visit to Berlin,
Mies left for Chicago.

The journey to America saw Mies travel via Aachen, clearing his business matters and saying
goodbye to close family, before a confrontational and hurried exit at the Dutch border, his
safety in the end guaranteed by the promise of a position as the new head of (architecture)
school at the ‘Armour Institute of Technology’, a position largely owed to the contacts Phillip
Johnson had curated for him previously, supplemented by further encouragement to the board
whilst Mies resided in Berlin. Whether Mies thoroughly engaged with Johnson’s advocacy
within the arts community at the time or not, is unknown, but his influence to me at least in
hindsight is consistently clear.
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The advocate – Reyner Banham
As I previously suggested, the Smithsons also had a prolific exponent, in this case, taking the
form of Reyner Banham. Banham was described generously, but fairly, by Philip Johnson post
his death in 1988 as ‘that rare new bird, a journalist, a historian, a writer, a man of breadth, all

rolled up into one.. he really was one of the founders of architectural criticism, which has now
become a worldwide profession.’ [Goldberger (1988)]
Between 1952 and 1964 Banham was a member of the editorial staff for the ‘Architectural
Review’, based in London and increasingly a well respected architectural critique. His attempts
to make a difference and elicit social change, were strongly linked but not limited to the
‘Independent group’ of which he was a founding member. It was his senior position in the
group which I believe gave him platform to provide an ideology to Alison and Peter Smithson
whilst they were relatively inexperienced and impressionable architecturally.
The origin of the term ‘New Brutalism’ is much debated, however for the sake of this
discussion, what is important, is Banham’s position as one of the forerunners of the
movement. Given the timing of his formal acceptance at the architectural review and the fast
approaching deadline for Peter and Alison’s Hunstanton high school to open, his newest
members at the Independent group were celebrated relentlessly as the first New Brutalist
architects. Banham stated that ‘New Brutalism started as a mood, shared by a small collective

of artists in London, with no particular unity of programme or intention, but who had common
interest in art Brut.’ [pg.356 Banham. R (1955)]
Banham continued to base several exhibitions and review works on the assertion that
Hunstanton school was the only built project at the time displaying such qualities, it should be
considered the architectural paradigm of the New Brutalism – this despite in my opinion, as
highlighted, obvious similarities with the earlier Mies buildings at the IIT, Chicago.
Public recognition and continued interest for the Smithsons, despite several failed competition
attempts over the following years, was plentiful, and assured thanks to Banham’s continued
support. Banham solidified what could be referred to as a campaign for Brutalism by
celebrating four qualities which marked Brutalism and were perfectly evident in Hunstanton’s
design: ‘Formal legibility of plan, clear exhibition of structure, valuation of materials for their
16
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‘as found’ qualities and honest use of materials’ [pg.357 Banham. R (1955)] On reflection,
those qualities could also be found within the earlier IIT building by Mies in Chicago.
To further illustrate this link, in acknowledgement Banham went as far as to say that ‘the

Smithsons were, in effect, correcting Mies’s methods, removing certain irregularities from his
copycat style of Palladio.’ [pg.38 Cook, 1982] – these words could also be a matter of
convenience if taken into account the strong influence the Smithsons would have had from the
Palladian elevations found locally at Holkham hall

Figure 5. Holkham hall southern elevation

The Smithsons however did not gain another architectural commission until later 1956, until
such point Peter and Alison both wrote and exhibited extensively under the new-found identity
that Banham had created them, the impact of his recommendation was unquestionable. The
first commission to present itself post this enforced break was the ‘Sugden house’ in Watford,
England. It was manifestly clear that Banham’s influence and continued support had elicited
confidence in the couple, helping them gain favour in being selected for the commission,
especially given the partnership’s small catalogue of completed design works to date.

17
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Whilst Reyner Banham had an everlasting effect on architectural critique as a profession and
on the architectural community, I believe his relentless support of the ideology surrounding
New Brutalism was one of his biggest personal influencing legacies. The Smithson’s
successfully built eight of the forty six projects submitted to competitions, bids and personal
friends in their careers, all eight of these projects were accepted and constructed post Reyner
Banham’s strong influence and submitted under the banner of ‘Brutalism’.
Further this, my assumption with this ratio for success in mind, would be that despite obvious
aesthetic similarities, the fact that sixty years later my discussion of correlation between Mies
works in Chicago and a relatively minor Hunstanton high school in comparison, credits Reyner
Banham with quite how much influence he managed to provide Alison and Peter Smithson.

18
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To understand the link that both critics and the Smithson’s made between their Hunstanton
high school project and Mies, I aimed to first discover the circumstances and background
behind both Mies state of mind and the relationship held with his client at the time. This I
hoped would suggest how seemingly a relationship may exist between his aesthetic style and
a building designed and built in Norfolk, England during the same era. For me the strongest
aesthetic link to Hunstanton high school and symbolising Mies’s prime, was the work he first
completed after his move to America for the Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago.

‘Mies American admirers of the 1930s did not understand the European aspects of him. They
new he was a superb architect and that was enough for them. That he talked the way
foreigners talked, especially Germans, densely and theoretically was something in which they
took little interest – it seemed irrelevant to the practical part of the building.’ [Pg.215 - ‘Schulze,
F. (1999)’]

In 1938 Mies travelled to meet with the Dean at the ‘Armour Institute of Art’ in Chicago, his
chosen topic of discussion was the institutes long standing relationship with the Beaux-Arts
style and the possibility of a potential position going forward if this were to change. Prior to
his final return to Germany, Mies recommended the addition of three new senior lecturers at
the institution, Walter Peterhans, Ludwig Hilberseimer and John Rogers, all long standing
professional friends united by the Bauhaus movement, who it would later turn out would form
a strong basis for Mies’s appointment as head of the program going forward.

Mies returned to Germany, along with his offer of appointment at the AIA, Chicago, to
complete design and construction of the Verseidag administration building, an unimportant
commission, even during the turbulent era of the 1930’s, Mies was a man of his word however,
the project was not, it turns out, to be realised. During construction the building suffered a
refusal notice directly from the reformed Nazi party, suggesting the volume of concrete
required to complete the design ‘would be better spent fortifying the Western border.’ [Pg.216 ‘Schulze, F. (1999)’]
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Adding to the downfall of this commission, Mies’s professional relationship with several high
profile Jewish family’s in Berlin had not gone unnoticed, by the end of his three month stay in
Germany, the Nazi’s had made clear he was to cease practise and aid their efforts to reform
arts in the country. Any doubt Mies may have had over his future in Germany or whether
Chicago was the correct position, had been pushed aside on his behalf and ‘an erratic escape

over the border saw commencement of a new life in the USA via a steamer to New York’.
[Pg.217 - ‘Schulze, F. (1999)’]

Since separation with Ada Bruhn over fifteen years before and after a noticeable move into the
world of modernism, Mies entered America as a man of very few needs, he had devoted life to
his chosen career and with his notable departure from the classical roots of architecture, his
lifestyle had seen many changes too. ‘Mies was known for the first three years of his time in

America to have lived in a hotel on Balbo drive called Blackstone’ [Pg.218 - ‘Schulze, F. (1999)’].
He is said to have ‘reduced his household needs to that of few, the barest essentials of highest

quality – Martinis, Havana cigars and a few expensive suits’ [Pg.218 - ‘Schulze, F. (1999)’] his
architecture would form similar purity from this changing point in his career.

Mies’s first professional space in Chicago was a Railway exchange building, just off campus
from the IIT buildings. Phillip Johnson later stated that ‘Mies disliked the excessive masonry on

the Chicago fronts and was especially critical of Louis Sullivan’s ornament’ [Pg.219 - ‘Schulze,
F. (1999)’], strong initial suggestions that pure structure and form were at the forefront of
Mies’s mind. Lacking in my research in fact was any proof that Mies was ever conscious of
Chicago and his surroundings, other than that of somewhere to operate efficiently, quietly and
without challenge.

Mies opening at the IIT came when, with exceptional timing, Alfred Alshuler the lead designer
passed away leaving the IIT with a requirement for someone to complete design and urban
planning of their new identity. Mies had spent three years defining his own design in
preparation for challenging Alshuler and as such, the board welcomed its professor and dean
of architecture into the replacement architect role. This left Mies with a huge opportunity not
seemingly possible anywhere else in the country for an outsider in the late 1930’s.
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Figure 6. IIT Campus masterplan

The masterplan’s primary objective was to fill a flat wasteland South of the existing IIT
campus, currently inhabited by a slum area that had to be cleared. Due to flatness of the site
and defined historic slum boundaries, an ‘eight block per mile rhythm was enforced by
Chicago city council’. [pg56 blazer] Mies’s urban plan followed this overriding grid before a
secondary grid for all buildings was created consisting of twenty-four feet in both directions
with twelve feet constrained for the modular height of the interior. The twenty four feet grid
was chosen to accommodate a typical American classroom, giving modularity to the
uniformed, cheaper building components. Mies had previously adopted such a gridded
concept in Germany to ‘regularise design, allowing future designers to complete part or whole

buildings efficiently’ [Pg.221 - ‘Schulze, F. (1999)’]
The progression of design across the campus was calculated and intelligent, Mies personally
discovered his mistakes and learnt from them quickly, his initial attempt of the double storey
‘Mineral and Metals research building’ in 1942 was so shrouded in fire safety that Mies had to
clad the building in glass and not expose the structure as planned. I feel this building -
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aesthetically at least, is most alike Hunstanton high school would become 14 years later due to
its resulting appearance.

The third and final design Mies completed at the IIT, prior commencement of Hunstanton
school, saw the ‘Library and administration buildings’ completed. Mies had discovered by this
stage that if the building was constructed as a single storey, it would not require protection
and as such could expose its steel structure both technically and visually.

Figure 7. Perlstein building, IIT Campus

‘Mies proposed inspiring dimensions, a lofty one-storey elevation, with an interior height of
twenty four feet, the structural bays met his campus grid of twenty four feet wide, whilst
sitting at sixty four feet long so as to accord as a multiple of the twelve by eighteen foot panes
of glass commonly used in America up to that time.’ [pg83 Blaser] Mies made sure to display
the steel columns both externally and internally showing technical genius in his work around
the regulations which then as now others slavishly followed to the book. A true show of how
his ‘essential structure’ was now uncompromised by clutter and clad in unrelenting form, a
symbol perhaps of his lifestyle and design ethos at that moment in time.

By 1956 Mies had designed the ‘Crown hall’, the signature building in IIT’s overall masterplan,
Crown hall was to house the architecture and design courses at the IIT. Nearly fifteen years
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post his previous attempts on the campus in the early 40’s, I believe Mies’s ‘campus’ design
style peaked for several reasons. The main concept for the building was a glass and steel hall
which in this case was free from interior support allowing the design studio end users freedom
of movement in the space.

Figure 8. Crown hall, IIT Campus

‘The roof of the building measured 120 x 220 feet, suspended from four welded plate girders
which spanned the entire roof at 60 foot centres.’ [pg84 Blaser] The roof structure also
projected 20 feet beyond the outer truss, this in context of design however is less crucial than
the external wall materiality, which was a combination of glass and steel. The lower panels of
glass were sand blasted for solar control and upper levels were transparent with added
internal blinds. Fixtures such as blinds were a rarity in Mies design philosophy of pure
materiality. ‘Free standing partitions were of Oak’ [Pg.83 – ‘Blaser, W. (1972)’] and a white
acoustic ceiling is utilised throughout internally for its intended acoustic benefit. This building
perhaps saw a move from Mies’s ‘pure’ philosophy toward a more practical architecture to
ensure success of the project.

The materials of the IIT buildings were in fact chosen to embrace the grid and their
appearance adjusted to accord with a strict palette of ‘painted Black Steel, Buff coloured brick
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and clear plate glass vocabulary so consistency could be maintained over an extended period
of construction.’ [Pg.84 – ‘Blaser, W. (1972)’]
Noteworthy of said later buildings was Mies’s incorporation of solar and acoustic control,
principles of human comfort, potentially reflecting I believe, how he had been affected by a
drawn out court case with Edith Farnsworth just five years earlier and since his original
attempts from the ITT masterplan.

Mies’s dispute with Edith Farnsworth had perhaps given him an alternative, maybe
conservative utilitarian perspective of the practical elements of building design, he was still in
control, but now respected the consequences of his design philosophy’s, this is purely
speculation however and given the rumoured personal relationship that had ended said court
case with Edith Farnsworth, inevitable practical lessons had to have been learnt on the IIT
campus from his previous works and his later successes could merely be a development of
what had been.
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Hunstanton High School, Norfolk
Peter Smithson asked us to look at Hunstanton school not simply as an illustration of the
postwar movement, but rather to look for significance in its specific materiality and
construction methods. The question for me was whether Hunstanton high school, conveyed
enough control over the fate of the building post this apparent material importance, to be
considered on par with the works Mies completed at IIT, Chicago. The idea initially, was that
compiling a successful catalogue of construction elements cleverly could initiate a successful
building design, a kind of intelligent automatic inception of a building design.

Having won their first architectural competition in 1950, Alison [21] and Peter [26] formed the
Smithsons, around the same time they enrolled into membership of the ‘Independent group’
keen to be heard in the community. Reflecting on how they saw the design of Hunstanton
school progressing, Peter Smithson regularly stated that they were consciously attempting to
simplify and distil Mies providing an obvious chain of thought.

Toward the end of their career Peter Cook concluded “what they wanted to discover is how to

use Mies’s methods without any mannerisms.” [Cook, P. (1982)] Rayner Banham had previously
stated that they were “correcting Mies and they may be compared to Colen Campbell, offering

to remove certain irregularities from the style of Palladio” [pg.357 Banham. R (1955)]
suggesting already that the Smithsons were pioneers of their architectural type. As previously
alluded to, I suspect this could have simply been the Smithsons, using buildings such as
Holkham hall and its Palladian elevations from the local context to aid with design
development decisions.

Further suggestions of the Smithsons making decisions based on local context can be found in
several of the Landscape design features. The school’s original approach from the roadside for
example, was bordered by a fixed ‘ha-ha’, Peter Smithson stated its similarity to Vanbrughs
Seaton Delaval, delineating which was public and which was school ground. The surrounding
surfaces were Gravel as Peter saw befitting of a country school, echoing Sandringham estate
perhaps? – we are told that Alison enjoyed walks at the Royal residence and stately homes in
her leisure time, this perhaps leading to such inspiration.
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The finished product at Hunstanton was crucially a set of Peter’s indispensable building
components both structurally and aesthetically required, fixed where instructed by an
Engineer, not necessarily by his design aspiration. The same could be said for the design and
realisation of the buildings programme, the composition became more literal than Mies IIT
buildings, making sure that regardless of the resulting building, it was not only to accomplish
a refined well thought out plan as Mies had, but also to allow for future addition and adaption
throughout. “A modern architect does not think of a theory and then build it; you assemble

your buildings and theories as they go along.” [Smithson, (1959)]

Figure 9. Hunstanton high school southern elevation

Just months before the school was opened Dargen Bullivant reported on the design in
‘Architectural Design’ – “The structural framework is fabricated by welding the beams and

stanchions of rolled steel section into frames on site in a singular planed grid, the facing
frames are then mounted onto structural framework before finally insertion of prefabricated,
prestressed floor slabs” [Bullivant, (1953)]
Dargan also continues to discuss in detail the structural form at Hunstanton which he
suggests required significant “analysis and descriptive investigation” due to its “careless

complexity” [Bullivant, (1953)] He goes as far as to devote a two page spread to Ove Arup’s
static engineering calculations showing the primary, secondary and tertiary forces requiring
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consideration in the design of what appears such a simple building at first. “An all welded

structure, such as the one designed, can offer economies in the amount of steel used
providing the method of design is made to take account of the fully rigid nature of the frame
in advance of construction” [Bullivant, (1953)]
What must be taken into account however before assumption that the design was not well
conceived by the Smithson’s, was their over-riding brief for an elegant cost effective building,
constrained within a local authority budget. Insistence by the couple that steel was used and
the framed building could be easily extended at a future date, allowing adaption at the wish of
the end user was relentless.

Reyner Banham as effective spokesperson for the couple at the time wrote that “The reason

for the long delay between construction and completion was the steel shortage of the post war
epoch.. Corbusier used this to his advantage at the ‘unite’, however Peter and Alison were to
young and ‘absolutist’ to consider scrapping all the hours that had gone into testing welded
frames for Hunstanton school. It would be exposed steel or nothing.” [pg.19 Banham. R (1955)]
It was generally considered the key decisions relating method of construction such as that of
the exposed precast concrete floor plates, were chosen so because of price efficiency and ease
of construction, rather than because of their aesthetic value as Mies perhaps may have
considered necessary.

In 1954 Phillip Johnson made similar observations comparing Hunstanton with Mies’s work
stating “The glass panels, are ingenious and show a fine tolerance that in itself is a tribute to

the steel fabricators and erectors. This detail alone makes the building light in appearance
and, I should imagine, reasonable in cost. On the other hand is there no other solution for roof
leaders and electric conduit?.” [Johnson, (1954)] He goes on to suggest perhaps Mies would
have considered such details, as he did shadow gaps in the IIT buildings.
Johnson also comments on the structural system selected, “by using a frame system, the

architects have given themselves a difficult problem, where the frames meet at right angles.
Their solution is to have two separate columns almost touching, but with their axes at right
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angles. In the main hall we have, for example, three different conditions in one room.
Definitely not elegant!” [Johnson, (1954)] This compliments Bullivant’s earlier assessment of
an Engineering led design protocol.

Whilst studying the Hunstanton plans I made similar observations, Brick panels to
playground elevations are noted as being placed to contrast the first floor glass visually and
also noted elsewhere as providing desired blank classroom walls internally. It appears
probable to me however that the brick walls could also have been chosen to stiffen the
welded surrounding structural frame. Given the brick walls were conceived first on site (as
shown in construction photographs) maybe they were entirely to perform functionally
supporting the first floor in that location. There is of course however the possibility that Peter
and Alison had considered all of my assumptions and acted accordingly, therefore making
an excellent set of design decisions and a brilliant product.

Figure 10. Hunstanton high school, construction
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Mistaken Identity / Conclusion
The subject of design identity at Hunstanton high school, appears to, in time, have become a
battle of critics and loyal followers alike, to substantiate whether the Smithson’s had sufficient
control of design philosophy, as they wrote so fondly, a type of control that Mies provides
narrative and evidence so strongly in favour of, at the IIT campus in Chicago.

Whilst discovering design process and ultimately design intent, for both the IIT, Chicago and
Hunstanton high school, I think what has become clear is the difference in which both
architects defined the buildings goal, and how this manifested itself in the product. Both
projects have a strong history of support and critique, which after translation has led to
inevitably, what is the culmination of my own ideas and closure on the subject.

My opinion of Mies remains mainly unchanged, as is undisputed by much of the architectural
community, he showed poise and elegance in Chicago, bred by what can only be described as
the epiphany that arrived along with a breakdown of his past career, marriage and European
lifestyle during an enforced but calculated move to the USA.

As Phillip Johnson once stated “Mies conceived design in terms of steel channels and angles, I-

beams, H-columns, just as a medieval design is conceived in terms of stone, vaults and
buttresses”, his experience presented a grandeur to design that could be replicated but clearly
never surpassed.

The IIT, Chicago campus grid was formal, based on mass, aesthetic and architectural reason,
in comparison to a building such as Hunstanton which appears to base itself not on formal
plan and mass, but on formal elements, and materiality which slot themselves together giving
ultimate flexibility to the end user; as a result increasingly, a less visible design philosophy.
The Hunstanton plan could portray itself as accidental, bred through construction process and
suffering the design limitations of a local authority budget.

Continued study of the design principles for each project suggested that Hunstanton school
started with key, larger elements of accommodation such as the gymnasium, kitchen and
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workshops, before extending into two distinct ‘construction element’ and ‘process’ designed
elongated wings, which extend as far as necessary to accommodate the program whilst
utilising desired materials. This rather than the alternative method in which Mies takes a
standardised 3D mass, defined by a formal site grid, and creates a large, undisturbed floor
space before placing walls as and where required in a considered manner, the limitations of
the grid size are based rather on a predefined conceptual idea of both the building and briefs
context rather than that of Engineering and End user calculation.

My thoughts on design principle are potentially validated, by such comments as made by
Alison Smithson in 1957. “The shape of the building must not only be able to ‘take’ change, but

must be further developed until such time as it actively ‘implies’ change.” [Smithson, (1957)]
referencing the consideration that Hunstanton should be able to grow / adapt, in her eyes
more so than displayed by Mies rigid and potentially selfish concept at the IIT – this was
functionalism, but of a different manner.

I cannot help but feel this availability for the end user to modify not the use of the building,
but the building itself, was the Smithson’s downfall at Hunstanton school, and the reason,
Mies could not be attributed to such a concept. The active but laboured role played by the
Smithsons in the ‘Independent group’, despite rumoured private disagreement toward the
classification of their works, by Banham and Cook, was forced, as it appears a distinct portion
of the Hunstanton school design became also. At times, rebellion as preached by both Peter
and Alison could have been a defining part of their career and the project if put into practice,
as it had been by the likes of Mies, in his controversial dealings with the Farnsworth house.

The Smithson’s uncompromising desire to succeed, perhaps surpassed the purity of
architectural ideal, I feel they managed to succumb at times to the pressure of opportunity in a
tough world of sparse commission, akin to the way in which Banham seized opportunity, to
pounce upon the couple under the new sexy idiom of ‘New Brutalism’ to further his own career
prospects at the time.

It was clear that Mies’s uncompromising ability to provide rigidity in architectural design at the
expense of suggesting openly, he was sometimes better informed than his clients, and a more
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considered judge of their desires was the real skill that set IIT, the Farnsworth house, Seagram
commission and others apart from works in the 20th century and the work at Hunstanton.

This opinion in fact, I believe, most eloquently and accidentally suggested by Banham himself
in his book ‘The New Brutalism’ – “the Smithsons assemble their standard sections with a

conspicuous understatement that makes it seem as if they, and not Mies had said ‘I don’t want
to be interesting, I want to be good’.” A fitting conclusion of affairs at the time perhaps.
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1886 - 1961

Ludwig Mies - The Modernist?
1886 - Ludwig Mies born Aachen, a predominantly Limestone mountain village with English bond brick mix
* Mies wrote fondly of his memories of childhood Aachen “mostly very simple.. very clear, did not belong to any
epoch.. had been there a thousand years and were no less impressive as a result” - The building were heavily
influenced from the nearby Dutch and Belgian borders
1886 - Michael Mies and Amalie Rohe - Ludwigs parents headed his grandfathers Marble carving business
1896 - Ludwig attends Cathedral school for three years, an affordable option for the family business
1900 - At 14 Ludwig attends ‘trade school’ for two years, a heavy influence on drawing ready for factory work
1900 - Ludwig works as labour for a local building company in his spare time to gain valuable work experience
* An interview with Ludwig in later life revealed the value he placed on this experience “I worked with the bricklayers, you learnt to work slowly, not like an animal who would tire quickly, but slowly and skilfully for hours
and hours. If you gained significant experience you were tasked with corners, my method was to lay bricks in
cross bond - our foreman would ignore mistakes until we finished the wall before asking us to start again”
1901 - Book keeping suggests that Ludwig aided the family business during busy periods carving ornate text
1902 - Ludwig is recorded as managing timescale and negotiating budget with clients - valuable experience
1902 - Ludwig after a years labour asks for wage and is turned down, in search of work he discovers drafting
1902 - Max Fischer gives Ludwig his first office role, not in the studio but licking stamps and making coffee
1903 - Max Fischer’s chief draftsman is called into the army and Ludwig is called into a studio role
1903 - 6 months into his role Max punishes Ludwig for a drawn mistake, Ludwig loses his temper and quits
1904 - ‘Schneider’ a draftsman in Aachen lands an ornate facade project but cannot draw the detail sufficiently
1904 - Ludwig starts work for Schnieder after promising a 1:1 detail & delivering on a ridiculous 1 day deadline
1904 - Ludwig’s colleague ‘Dulow’ suggests Mies heads to Berlin stating “your draft beauty surpasses Aachen”
1905 - Ludwig sends work to 2 advertising drafting offices in Berlin, both offer a role for him within the studio
1905 - Ludwig boards train in Aachen, heading for Berlin at 19 years old - Severely travel sick the whole journey
1905 - Commences job as a studio assistant drafting with a team designing the Rixdorf town hall
1905 - Ludwig enrols is forced into enrolment to the ‘kaisers’ army
1906 - After discovering a lung infection the army had no use for Ludwig and he was discharged
1906 - Ludwig was poached by art based designer Bruno Paul for his dual drafting and technical knowledge
1906 - Introduced to Frau Riehl as a student form the office who would be willing to design her a new house
1907 - Riehl house is completed, proving his worth to the family
* The Riehl family sponsor Ludwig for a trip to Italy in late 1907 as a thank you for their home, this trip proved
a key education as evidenced during interviews in his later life “I have admiration for Palazzo Pitti in Florence,
one of the strongest buildings.. huge stone walls with windows cut out.. with how few means you can make
architecture!”
1908 - Ludwig enters employment with Peter Behren - alongside Walter Gropius ‘25’ and Adolf Meyer ‘27’
1911 - After successful commission largely illicited by himself Ludwig leaves the care of Peter Behren
1911 - Ludwig leaves for Holland with Hendrick Berlage, where he establishes a fondness for brick
1912 - Ludwig is involved in several of Berlage’s buildings reinforcing his ‘pure structure’ philosophy
1912 - Witnessing a Frank Lloyd Wright exhibition in Berlin =, Mies at once found his home back in Germany
1912 - Late in 1912 Ludwig opens his own studio in Steglitz, Berlin
1913 - Ludwig marries Ada Bruhn, of similar age from a wealthy family in Dresden, they had met in 1911
1914 - The first of Ludwigs children was born, he is recorded as being a stern, vacant father
1914 - World War 1 commences and Ludwigs career is put on hold whilst the country fought
* During the war and in the immediate time post its completion in 1918 Ludwig was recorded as being very politically aware of the change happening in the world he once knew, people were moving away from the indulgence of expressionism toward a more exact mood in all the arts. Stravinsky was composing in a neo classical
style, Picasso had turned from his cubist experiments to figuration and most importantly Charles Jeanneret as
Ludwig had once encountered in Peter Behrens studio was regularly making the cover of Art and Architecture
journals alike in Paris.
* 1921 was arguably the most influential of Ludwig’s life, following his return to Berlin after the war the successful commission of his first post war projects and failing of his marriage to Ada Bruhn - Mies used the catalyst
of the post war architectural shake-up to submit his first ‘modernist’ design, creating a new persona for himself
and his work, this competition entry for an office building in Berlin did not succeed, but was a significant indicator of things to come - CRUCIALLY LUDWIG ENTERED SAID COMPETITION UNDER HIS NEW ESTABLISHED
PERSONA OF MIES VAN DER ROHE {an artificial linkage of his mother and fathers names}

Mies Van Der Rohe - Inspiration?
1818 Royal Guard house, Berlin - Struck by the clarity in which Schinkel articulated part to whole in the guard
house - This contributing to Mies exactitude of form in his later career
1823 Altes Museum, Berlin - ‘Honesty’ and ‘Strength’ Schinkel placed within rhythm of the face - Later seen in
facade of the Seagram building (1958)
1823 Altes Museum, Berlin - ‘The public space is addressed with the idiom of an Ionic colonnade whose regularity of march preserves the integrity of the buildings stern geometric mass’
Mies describes Schinkel’s work as ‘direct expression of the construction system - an article of faith’
Mies most obvious evidence of the study of Schinkel’s work is the ‘Bismarck monument’ he designed under
the watchful eye of Behren. A monument to the memory of Otto von Bismark, set on a high cliff face standing
imposingly over the river Rhine. Mies proposal recalled Schninkels designs both in its form and also its relation
to its setting. Mies has clearly studied history well enough to know what antecedents were appropriated to his
project, the elevation of Roman classicism clearly referenced Schinkels own design inspiration.

1928 - 1970

Alison and Peter Smithson - The Brutalists?
1928 - Peter Smithson born a working class boy in Newcastle
1928 - Alison also born into working class of Stockton-on-tees, Durham
1939 - PS enrols on Durham university architecture programme
1944 - Alison enrols on Durham university architecture programme
1945 - PS completes fourth year of military service
1945 - Alison and PS meet during study / work arrangement at London county architects
* During study both AS and PS confess to enjoying the ‘modern movement’ including such books as ‘architecture and the Bauhaus’ by Gropius and ‘Oeuvre complete’ by Corbusier
1949 - PS graduates from Royal Academy, aged 25
1949 - Alison graduates from Durham university, aged 20
1949 - AS and PS marry shortly post graduation
1949 - PS discovers Philip Johnsons book on Mies van der Rohe and Corbusiers ‘Vers une architecture’
1950 - ASPS Win competition to design Smithdon high school, Hunstanton, Aged 21 and 26
1950 - ‘Alison and Peter Smithson’ architectural practise set-up using funds from commission
1951 - South bank restaurant competition (unsuccessful)
1951 - Golden lane housing competition (unsuccessful)
1951 - Coventry cathedral competition (unsuccessful)
1952 - AS and PS attended ‘Independent group’ chaired by Rayner Banham
* The Independent group comprised of young artists, sculptors, art historians, critics and architects holding
regular discussions surrounding a general critique of modernism through architecture, art and philosophy
1952 - AS and PS attended ‘Independent group’ chaired by Rayner Banham
1953 - Sheffield university competition (unsuccessful)
1954 - Smithdon high school completed and accepting first children
* PS is recorded as having exclaimed “we wanted to find out how to use Mies’s methods but without the use of
mannerisms” Rayner Banham added that he felt they were “correcting Mies by removing irregularities”
1955 - Reyner Banham and Theo Crosby use the ‘Architectural review’ as a platform to claim ‘New Brutalism’
1955 - Reyner Banham uses ‘Architectural design’ to promote Hunstanton as the paradigm of British Brutalism
* Rayner Banham critics of the time suggested Hunstanton was a poorly selected example of the British Brutalism scene because of “obvious affinities with Mies van der Rohe’s Illinois Institute of Technology buildings
* Reyner Banham gives four qualities required to be considered a successful Brutalism building: 1. Formal legibility of plan 2. Clear exhibition of structure 3. Valuation of materials in honesty 4. Clear exhibition of services
1955 - With no major commissions the Smithsons complete a house for Derek Sugden
1956 - Continuation of design from the Sugden house presented an exhibition piece called ‘house of the future’
1956 - ‘This is tomorrow’ exhibition curated by Theo Crosby in London - Smithsons feature house designs
1957 - A ‘worldwide Brutalism symposium’ in London curated by Reyner Banham gave a speech platform for PS
1958 - Poetry, art, public speaking & praise from Reyner Banham publicly enhances Smithsons popularity
1959 - PS “For architecture to survive, we need a change in social fabric but we cannot be political theorists to!”
1959 - Frustrated at lack of progress in the UK, PS proposed ‘The London road study’ of Motorways in the sky
1960 - Amid growing popularity the Smithsons gain ‘the Economist building’ commission in London
* In a suggested break from ‘New Brutalism’ PS suggested a return to Mies classicism inspiration, his public
statement during the design “The Economist building is dry - deliberately so, however on closer inspection it is
apparent that the ontology of construction could hardly be called ‘didactic’, if anything it is ‘Mannerist”
1964 - Foreign office, British Embassy, Brasilia commission
1964 - Robin Hood gardens, housing scheme, London commission
1967 - Garden building, St Hilda’s college, Oxford commission
1968 - Kuwait ‘old city’ redevelopment competition (unsuccessful)
*By the end of the 1960’s the Smithsons had moved away from the ‘raw’ Brutalism of the previous two era’s
and toward a gentler, refined architecture - marking a shift in sensibility
‘Modernism without rhetoric - Essays on the work of Alison and Peter Smithson’ - Helena Webster 1997

A Portrait of the Smithsons
[Interview] - Frouad Samara 23rd June 1994
Frouad Samara - An obvious shift in your work occurred toward the end of the 1960’s as documented in your
book ‘the shift’ relating to your transition between ‘earlier work’ and ‘later work’ can you elaborate for me?
Peter Smithson - The shift was with regard paying attention to the active occupation, not stopping the building
at a certain point and letting the occupier produce ‘a second thing’. You can walk up the stairs of an Alvar Aalto
building only to find a beautiful place of contemplation on a mid landing, this is his design producing that ‘secondary thing’ on behalf of the occupier to sit next to their primary function. Further this, our shift was to pay
more attention to context - orientation, issues such as sunshine and so forth.
FS - I could see elements of ‘the city’ in your ‘6 East’ work even before reading your concept, simply because of
living in the context for five years+.
PS - Yes, we said to Richard (Richard Mawditt - the client) that the way we would work was to treat the campus
as an existing village this is opposed perhaps to say Norman Fosters route on a project such as the ‘Sainsbury
centre’ at the university of East Anglia - He built a tin box and said ‘screw Denys Lasdun’.
FS - Do you see the shift in your work as moving away from ‘Classical Modernism’ and the European stance?
PS - Yes. It is an attempt to build a discipline that doesn’t use inherited compositional methods, it tries not to
use composition at all, which would never have been stated by Mies van der Rohe for example. The questions
of having the right proportions in an ‘ideal’ sense would never have arrived otherwise.
‘Modernism without rhetoric - Essays on the work of Alison and Peter Smithson’ - Helena Webster 1997

1922

(Not realised)
Reinforced concrete building.
Structural concept
Reinforced concrete cantilevered floor slab
Reinforced in-situ poured concrete columns
Noteworthy
Columns of the concrete skeleton are located 4m back from
the facade on all sides, therefore the floors appear to be floating from a distance.

1924

(Not realised)
Concrete villa.
Structural concept
Reinforced concrete in-situ poured concrete walls
Lightweight steel roof
‘Crucifix’ section steel columns
Noteworthy
Reinforcement placed vertically only in wall construction so
as to allow for openings to be punched through walls on site
dependant on Mies observations of views.
Columns not structurally required for roof but instead are in
place to allow for walls and glazing not to have to touch the
ceiling internally therefore appearing as if they are floating

1929

German pavilion.
Structural concept
53 x 17m grid brickwork support wrapped in marble pedestal
Solid onyx, marble and tinted glass walls without structure
Lightweight steel roof wrapped in concrete
‘Crucifix’ section steel columns
Noteworthy
Despite structural integrity Mies unusually broke his usual principles of a simple, obvious structure by encasing the
columns in a reflective chrome casing to help them disappear
when experiencing the space, thus letting the visitors be fascinated by the beauty of the expensive surrounding materials

1945

Chemical Engineering and Metallurgy building (ITT).
Structural concept
Two storey plan 5 modules by 12 modules
(Standard classroom module 24 x 24ft)
Steel framed fireproofed internally in concrete
Brickwork infill panels externally with exposed steel frame
Noteworthy
This building is a perfect example of Mies designing with
function very much at the forefront of his decisions allowing
the steel frame to dictate the form and aesthetic of the build
Steel framed glazing is fixed into the steel bays where required by the plans giving a functional elevation

1950

Farnsworth house, Illinois
Structural concept
Open plan, single room building suspended above ground
55 x 22ft Travertine pedestal made of 2 x 3ft solid planks
Offset steel frame 77 x 29ft house unit
Spacing between columns 22ft
Noteworthy
The lightweight steel framed roof is once again made to look
as if it is weightless by eight cleverly positioned columns
externally each positioned 22ft apart providing a large clear
span of unsupported cantilever on the roof
The building is encased by a glass box and inner core of
moveable timber walls giving freedom of transparency to the
surrounding forest views

1951

Lakeshore drive apartments, Chicago
Structural concept
26 Reinforced concrete floors
Steel frame with 21 x 21ft column offset
3 bay x 5 bay rectangular plan
Noteworthy
Structural expression is achieved by making the steel-finished
floor beams and outer columns sit flush with outer surface of
glass and outer skin
To further express the facade and for purely aesthetic reasons
Mies welded I beam mullions to the steel glazing frames running the full height of the building adding verticality
The ground floor is 17ft above ground level and completely
glazed allowing the users to see internal non load bearing
travertine walls as in Mies pavilions giving the impression the
building sits on said walls

1952

Architecture and design building (ITT).
Structural concept
Deep, forged steel girders spanning entire depth of building
(4no girders placed at 60ft centres)
120 x 220ft steel framed flat roof hanging from girders
(steel rafters spanning below 4 girders)
Noteworthy
The building is enclosed within an internal glass and steel box
as with previous projects however Mies starts to experiment
with glass finishes, illustrated by his use of shot blasted on
the office accommodation floor to obscure vision through the
glass and give a differing aesthetic tot he staff zone
Similarly to Mies pavilion projects, the building is once again
based upon a raised travertine floor slabs, on this occasion
raised 8ft off the ground plane

1953

(Not realised)
National theatre, Mannheim - Competition.
Structural concept
Deep, forged steel trusses spanning entire depth of building
(7no lattice trusses placed at 35ft centres)
525 x 175ft steel framed flat roof hanging from trusses
(steel rafters spanning below 7 girders)
Noteworthy
Due to the success of his architecture and design building at
ITT college, Mies sought to replicate its design features with
added elegance and refinement, however he ultimately lost
the commission on cost and the sheer size of his proposals

1958

Seagram administration building, New York.
Structural concept
39 Storey steel framed tower
24ft open ground floor with smaller pavilion central to plan
Bronze framed bronze tinted glazed facade
28 x 28ft column grid
Noteworthy
Each 28 x 28ft bay is enclosed externally by a 6 window
standard unit, thus allowing partitions to be aligned anywhere
within 6 differing positions per side of the bay
Ground floor and external columns are encased with bronze
to match the chosen glazing system

1961

Bacardi administration building, Mexico city.
Structural concept
Glazed entrance hall set back from facade
Columns spaced at 9m x 9m bays
8m building height - 3m ground floor with 5m first floor
56 x 27m plan with 3.5m cantilever at end of plan
Noteworthy
Painted steel framed structure
Floors made of Travertine

